
Gerund

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Nobody believed the great man could make a mistake, but that he was
going to keep on ______________ richer and richer (though nobody knew
how he did it) as long as he lived.

1.

(get)
getting

You wouldn't mind ______________ back to the ballroom alone, would
you?
2.

(go)
going

The man had really nothing to do at home while everybody was away, as
the whole corps of servants would be there, and this one would enjoy
______________ to the country.

3.

(come out)coming out

In the larger boxes, strong paper should be put round inside to prevent
______________.
4.

(bruise)bruising

Never mind ______________ the call, or better still, go and see the
members of the company and tell them to be ready for the call.
5.

(put up)
putting up

I dropped after them, and was lucky enough to avoid ______________ into
the moat.
6.

(fall)
falling

If you had just so much strength, and couldn't hope for more, you wouldn't
waste it ______________ for gold while he was above ground.
7.

(look)looking

At last, having heard no muffled sounds through the water or through the
hollow stem for some time, he risked ______________ to the surface.
8.

(rise)rising

I never denied ______________ Philip at the club or quarrelling with him
for a matter of that.
9.

(see)
seeing

From his childhood he gave evidences of an unselfish nature and a desire
to avoid ______________ trouble.
10.

(give)giving

But it may be as well to postpone ______________ that event until later
on in this chapter.
11.

(consider)
considering

Imagine ______________ at that face over the breakfast table for the rest
of your life.
12.

(look)
looking
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He listened, and could hear shouts in the distance; but no one came to his
help, and he could not avoid ______________ that if he had been dependent
upon aid from without he must have lost his life.

13.

(feel)
feeling

I am glad to say we had no casualties at all, though the enemy kept on
______________ heavy stuff round about us all day.
14.

(drop)dropping

He gave up ______________ his pony after it had told him the history of
its childhood for the fifteenth time; and when he found that his gold watch was
always telling stories instead of telling the time he had to get rid of that too.

15.

(ride)

riding

No; to kill a woman's love for him a man has only to keep on
______________ her of what he has done to earn her gratitude, and by the
same means a woman will obtain the same result with a man.

16.

(remind)
reminding

The fever of disappointment had left her, and outwardly tranquil, she was
able to explain her ______________ agitation.
17.

(reel)reeling

Let us give everybody a right to live his own life, as far as possible, and
avoid ______________ our own personalities on another.
18.

(impose)imposing

Perhaps also, they believed that by this means they would distract the
attention of the besieged, and prevent them ______________ a steady aim at
those in the front.

19.

(take)
taking

This is just the chance for people who contemplate ______________ in
business as a new country.
20.

(set up)
setting up
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